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Introduction
(e.g., the TGMD-2; Ulrich, 2000) as it includes a stability component of FMS assessment and 143 is culturally acceptable for use with children in this population (Foweather, 2010) . work by Welk, Corbin, Dowell, and Harris (1997) and Welk and Eklund (2005) have 170 demonstrated adequate reliability and a good fit for the CY-PSPP measurement model. In 171 addition, Welk and Eklund also established that the instrument can be used in research with 172 children as young as nine years of age. As it has not been used with a population of children 173 from South-East Wales, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the CY-PSPP 174 to establish its utility for the present sample. inter-and intra-rater reliability analysis was performed on a randomly selected sample of 184 completed FMS sets by the author and a second experienced FMS practitioner and 185 determined using linear weighted Kappa (Fleiss, Levin, & Paik, 2003) . Physical fitness 186 assessments and data collection followed the procedures described in the High Priority who suggest that multiple criteria be used to evaluate the fit of the overall model to the data.
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These fit indices, in addition to the normed chi-square test (χ²), included the chi-square to for all groups.
265
Measurement invariance across boys and girls sub groups to evaluate the CY-PSPP factor 266 structure for gender sensitivity is shown in Table 1 . The fit indices in Table 1 confirm an excellent fit of the independent factor structure; Model 1 provides excellent multiple fit 268 indices to the data (χ²/df, CFI index, RMSEA, SRMR, AIC/BIC value) indicating that the 269 factorial structure of the construct is equal across groups. As configural invariance was 270 supported, coefficients were then constrained to be equal to test for metric invariance. Model population.
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Insert Table 1 also demonstrated higher probability of being in the high cluster group. In contrast, the low 310 cluster group demonstrated poorer skill proficiency across all splits. In summary, whether 311 good performance was observed in static balance (first split), subsequent skills identified the 312 high proficiency group as being the most proficient. instructional activity) and non-organised activity did not form part of the present study.
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Future research would benefit from differentiating between these types of activity. 
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